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Abstract

Advances in wireless sensor networks and positioning technologies enable new applications monitor-

ing moving objects. Some of these applications, such as traffic management, require the possibility to query the
future trajectories of the objects. In this paper, we propose an original data access method, the ANR-tree, which
supports predictive queries. We focus on real life environments, where the objects move within constrained networks, such as vehicles on roads. We introduce a simulation-based prediction model based on graphs of cellular
automata, which makes full use of the network constraints and the stochastic traffic behavior. Our technique differs
strongly from the linear prediction model, which has low prediction accuracy and requires frequent updates when
applied to real traffic with velocity changing frequently. The data structure extends the R-tree with adaptive units
which group neighbor objects moving in the similar moving patterns. The predicted movement of the adaptive
unit is not given by a single trajectory, but instead by two trajectory bounds based on different assumptions on the
traffic conditions and obtained from the simulation. Our experiments, carried on two different datasets, show that
the ANR-tree is essentially one order of magnitude more efficient than the TPR-tree, and is much more scalable.
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monitor continuously changing positions of mov-

Introduction

ing objects [12, 13]. Queries on moving objects
The continued advances in wireless sensors and

can be divided into two categories: queries of his-

positioning technologies have enabled a variety

torical locations of the moving objects, and queries

of new applications such as traffic management,

of their anticipated future locations (a.k.a. predic-

fleet management, and location-based services that

tive queries). In this paper, we are concerned with
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which relates objects positions as a linear func-

that supports efficient predictive queries, and is ro-

tion of time, to estimate their future positions.

bust for frequent updates. The ANR-tree extends

These predictive index structures are designed to

the R-tree with adaptive units which group neigh-

index objects performing free movement in a two-

bor objects moving in the similar moving patterns.

dimensional space. They assume that the move-

The predicted movement of the adaptive unit is not

ment of the objects is unconstrained and is inde-

given by a single trajectory, but instead by two tra-

pendent of each other as well as of the environ-

jectory bounds based on different assumptions on

ment. However, in the real world, objects move

the traffic conditions and obtained from the sim-

within spatially constrained networks, e.g. vehi-

ulation. We have carried on complexity analysis

cles move on road networks, and trains on railway

of the algorithms in terms of I/O and carried out

networks. Furthermore, road situations may have

extensive experiments based on two datasets. The

an effect on the speed (e.g. in traffic jams) and

results show the efficiency of the ANR-tree.

the orientation (e.g. at junctions) of the vehicles.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

Overlooking this reality often leads to unrealistic

Section 2 surveys related work. Section 3 presents

data modeling and inaccurate prediction.

the simulation-based prediction model. In Sec-

Unfortunately, current indexing work that han-

tion 4, the ANR-tree is described with its data

dles network-constrained moving objects [2, 4, 12]

structure and algorithms. Section 5 contains al-

is mostly concerned with historical movement. In

gorithm analysis and experimental evaluation. We

addition, the linear models used in the predictive

conclude in Section 6.

index structures cannot reflect the real movement.
Applying linear prediction models on road traffic

2 Related Work

will lead to low prediction accuracy, which in turn,

Research on spatio-temporal access methods has

will lead to frequent updates.

focused on two issues: (i) storage and retrieval

In this paper, we introduce a new data model

of historical information, (ii) prediction of future

and access method to support predictive queries

trajectory. The amount of historical trajectories is

on moving objects in constrained networks. Our

constantly increasing over time, which makes it in-

method makes full use of constraints of the net-

feasible to keep track of all location updates. As

work and the stochastic behavior of the real traf-

a result, past positions of moving objects are of-

fic, aiming to achieve high update/query efficiency.

ten approximated by polylines (multiple line seg-

Our contribution is twofold. First, we propose

ments). Several indexing techniques [9, 11, 15],

a simulation-based prediction model which cap-

all based on 3-dimensional variations of R-trees

tures traffic features. Second, based on this model,

[5], have been proposed, and their goal is to min-

we propose a new access method - the ANR-tree

imize storage and query cost. To manage moving
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objects in spatially constrained networks, Pfoser et
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al [12] proposed to convert the 3-dimension prob-
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lem into two sub-problems of lower dimensions
N3

CA
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N2
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through certain transformation of the networks and
(a) A Road Network

the trajectories. Another approach, known as the

(b) An instance of GCA

FNR-tree [4], separates spatial and temporal com-

Figure 1: An example of a road network and its

ponents of the trajectories and indexes the time in-

GCA model

tervals that any moving object was on a given network link. The MON-tree approach [2] further improves the performance of the FNR-tree by representing each edge by multiple line segments (i.e.
polylines) instead of just one line segment.
Indexing future trajectories raises different
problems than indexing historical trajectories. The
goal is to efficiently retrieve objects that will satisfy some spatial condition at a future time given
their present motion vectors. Some of the early
works [1, 7] employ dual transformation tech-

dates. However, the assumption of linear movement limits their applicability in a majority of real
applications especially in traffic network where vehicles change their velocities frequently. To the
best of our knowledge, no current indexing method
supports predictive queries of network constrained
moving objects.

3

Data Model and Trajectory Prediction

niques that represent predicted positions as points

We model a road network with a graph of cellu-

moving in a 2-dimensional space. However, they

lar automata (GCA), where the nodes of the graph

are largely theoretical, and applicable either only

represent road intersections and the edges repre-

in 1D space [7] or entirely inapplicable in practice

sent road segments with no intersections. Each

due to some large hidden constant in complexity

edge consists of a cellular automaton (CA), which

[1]. Also based on dual transformation, a recent

is represented, in a discrete mode, as a finite se-

approach called STRIPES [10] supports efficient

quence of cells. Figure 1 shows an example of a

query and update at the cost of increased space re-

road network and its GCA model. Each node has

quirements. The main focus of most recent work

a label which represents an intersection of the road

is on practical implementation, for instance, the

network. The wide lines represent edges and each

TPR-tree [14] and its variations [13, 16] are based

edge treated as one CA connects many cells.

on R-trees [5], and the B x -tree [6] and its varia-

In the GCA, a moving object is represented as a

tions [18] based on B + -tree. These structures use

symbol attached to the cell and it can move several

the linear prediction model to support the predic-

cells ahead at each time unit. Intuitively, the ve-

tive query and to reduce the number of index up-

locity is the number of cells an object can traverse
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during a time unit.

is proposed. The SP model treats the objects sim-

Let i be an object moving along an edge. Let

ulated results as their predicted positions. To re-

v(i) be its velocity, x(i) its position, gap(i) the

fine the accuracy, based on different assumptions

number of empty cells ahead (forward gap), and

on the traffic conditions we simulate two future tra-

P d (i) a randomized slowdown rate which speci-

jectories in discrete points for each object. Then,

fies the probability it slows down. We assume that

by linear regression and translating, the trajectory

V max is the maximum velocity of moving objects.

bounds that contain all possible future positions of

The position and velocity of each object might

a moving object can be obtained. The process of

change at each transition of the GCA according to

the simulation-based prediction can be seen in Fig-

the rules below (adapted from [8]):

ure 2.

1. if v(i) < V max and v(i) < gap(i) then
v(i) ← v(i) + 1

Most existing work uses the CA model for traffic flow simulation in which the parameter P d (i) is
treated as a random variable to reflect the stochas-

2. if v(i) > gap(i) then v(i) ← gap(i)
3. if v(i) > 0 and rand() < P d (i) then v(i) ←
v(i) − 1

tic, dynamic nature of traffic system. However, we
extend this model for predicting the future trajectories of objects by setting P d (i) to values that model
different traffic conditions. For example, laminar

4. if (x(i) + v(i)) ≤ L then x(i) ← x(i) + v(i)

traffic can be simulated with P d (i) set to 0 or a
small value, and the congestion can be simulated

The first rule represents linear acceleration until
the object reaches the maximum speed V max . The
second rule ensures that if there is another object in
front of the current object, it will slow down in order to avoid collision. In the third rule, P d (i) models erratic movement behavior. Finally, the new
position of object i is given by the fourth rule as
sum of the previous position with the new velocity

with a larger P d (i). By giving P d (i) two values,
we can derive two future trajectories, which describe, respectively, the fastest and slowest movements of objects as showed in Figure 2(a). In other
words, the object future locations are most probably bounded by these two trajectories. The value
of P d (i) can be obtained by the experiences or by
sampling from the given dataset.

if it is in the CA.
We use GCAs not only to model road networks,

Through the SP model, we obtain two bounds of

but also to simulate the movements of moving ob-

objects future trajectory. In the sequel, we apply

jects by the transitions of the GCA. Based on the

this technique in our index to a set of moving ob-

GCA, a Simulation-based Prediction (SP) model

jects that have similar movement and are treated as

to anticipate future trajectories of moving objects

one object.
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ing to a distance threshold and a speed threshold.

t

AU

t

The AU is capable of dynamically adapting itself
(a) Simulated trajectories

(b) Future trajectory bounds

to cover the movement of the objects it contains.
Figure 2: The simulation-based prediction

Since objects in an AU have similar movement, we
then predict the movement of the AU, as if it were

4

The ANR-tree

a single moving object.
We now formally introduce the AU. An AU is a

4.1

Structure and Storage

The Adaptive Network R-tree (ANR-tree) is a two-

8-tuple:
AU = (auID, objSet, upperBound, lowerBound,

level index structure. At the top level, it consists of
edgeID, enterTime, exitTime, auInitLen)

a 2D R-tree that indexes spatial information of the
road network. On the bottom level, its leaves con-

where auID is the identifier of the AU, objSet

tain the cellular automata representing road seg-

is a list that stores objects belonging to the AU,

ments included in the corresponding MBR of the

upperBound and lowerBound are upper and

R-tree and point to the lists of adaptive units, with

lower bounds of future trajectory of the AU. The

objects future trajectories. The top level R-Tree

trajectory bounds of the AU are derived from the

remains fixed during the lifetime of the ANR-Tree

trajectory bounds of the objects in the AU. We as-

(unless there are changes in the network). The pa-

sume the functions of the trajectory bounds as fol-

per is developed with R-trees, but any existing spa-

lows:

tial index can also be used without changes.
An important feature of the ANR-tree is that
it groups objects having similar moving patterns

upperBound :
lowerBound :

D(t) = αu + β u · t
D(t) = αl + β l · t

into adaptive units (AUs). Conceptually, an adap-

edgeID denotes the edge the AU belongs to,

tive unit is similar to a one-dimensional MBR in

enterTime and exitTime record the time when

the TPR-tree, that expands with time according to

the AU enters and leaves the edge and auInitLen

the predicted movement of the objects it contains.

represents the initial length.

However, in the TPR-tree, it is possible that an

In the road network, multiple AUs are asso-

MBR may contain objects moving in opposite di-

ciated with a network edge. Since AUs in the

rections, or objects moving at different speeds. As

same edge are likely to be accessed together dur-

a result, the MBR may expand rapidly, which may

ing query processing, we store AUs by cluster-
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ing on their edgeID. That is, the AUs in the
leaf

same edge are stored in the same disk pages.

auID

node

R-Tree

upperBd
lowerBd

To access AUs more efficiently, we create an in-

Direct Access
Table

memory, compact summary structure called the

objSet

objSet

objSet

objSet

...

objSet

objSet

objSet

...

objSet

objSet

AU

Adaptive Units

direct access table for each edge. A direct access table stores the summary information of each
AU on an edge (i.e.

Figure 3: Structure of the ANR-tree

number of objects, tra-

jectory bounds) and pointers to AU disk pages.

tended to support the (K) Nearest Neighbor query

Each AU corresponds to an entry in the di-

and continuous query. A predictive range query

rect access table, which has the following struc-

captures all objects whose locations are inside a

ture (auID, upperBound, lowerBound,

specified region R during time interval [T 1 , T 2 ] in

auPtr, objNum), where auPtr points to a list

the future. Given a spatiotemporal window range

of AUs in disk storage and objNum is the number

with (X 1 , Y 1 , X 2 , Y 2 , T 1 , T 2 ), the query algo-

of objects. In order to minimize I/O cost, we use

rithm on the ANR-tree consists of the following

the direct access table to filter AUs and only access

steps:

the disk pages when necessary.

1) We first perform a spatial window range

Figure 3 shows the structure of the ANR-tree.

search (X 1 , Y 1 , X 2 , Y 2 ) in the top level R-Tree

The R-tree and adaptive units in the ANR-tree are

to locate the edges (e.g. e1 , e2 , e3 , . . .) that inter-

stored in the disk. However, the direct access table

sect the spatial query range.

is in the main memory (also partly in the disk for

2) For each selected edge ei , we transform the

a large road network) since it only keeps the sum-

original 3D search (X 1 , Y 1 , X 2 , Y 2 , T 1 , T 2 ) to a

mary information of AUs. In the ANR-tree, each

2D search (S 1 , S 2 , T 1 , T 2 ) (S 1 ≤ S 2 , T 1 ≤ T 2 ),

leaf node of the R-Tree can be associated with its

where S 1 and S 2 are the relative distances from the

direct access table by its edgeID and the direct

start vertex along the edge ei . Figure 4(a) gives an

access table can connect to corresponding adaptive

example when the query window range only inter-

units by auPtr in its entries. Therefore, we only

sects one edge. In the case of multiple intersecting

need to update the direct access table when AUs

edges, we can divide the query range into several

change, which greatly enhances the index perfor-

sub-ranges by edges and apply the transformation

mance.

method to each edge. The method is also applicable to the various modes the query and edges in-

4.2

Query Algorithm

tersect. For space limitation, we only illustrate the

In this part, we propose an algorithm for predictive

case in Figure 4(a) and compute its relative dis-

range query in the ANR-tree. It can also be ex-

tances S 1 and S 2 . It can be easily extended to
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upperBd

AU1

AU2

Q

or above the upper bound (e.g. β u ∗T 2 +αu < S 1 )

lowerBd

S2

X1,Y1
S1

S1

is below the lower bound (e.g. β l ∗ T 1 + αl > S 2 )

lowerBd
upperBd

S2
Xend,Yend
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of the AU, the query cannot contain objects in this

Query
X2,Y2

T1 T2

Xstart,Ystart

(a) Query transformation

t

(b) Query process in AUs

Figure 4: Window range query in the ANR-tree

AU. In our example, the query only returns AU2.
By the trajectory bounds of the AU, we can determine whether the transformed query intersects the
AU, thus filtering out the unnecessary AUs quickly.

other cases. Suppose X start , Y start , X end , Y end are

5) Finally, we access the selected AUs in disk

the start vertex coordinates and the end vertex co-

storage and return the objects satisfying the pre-

ordinates of the edge ei . According to Thales The-

dictive query window.

orem about similar triangles, we obtain S 1 and S 2
as follows:
q

(X start − X end )2 + (Y start − Y end )2
X 1 − X start
r
=
X end − X start
Y 1 − Y start
=
r
Y end − Y start

r =
S1
S2

4.3

Update Operations

Since the top level R-Tree indexes the road network, it remains fixed, and the update of the ANRtree restricts to the update of AUs. The update
of an AU contains creating an AU, dropping an

3) We further find the adjacent edges on which

AU, adding objects to an AU and removing ob-

objects are possible to move into the window range

jects from an AU. Specifically, an AU is usually

during the future period [T 1 , T 2 ]. Specifically,

created at the start of one edge and dropped at

it expands the network from the edge points in-

the end of the edge. To create an AU, we first

tersecting the spatial window (e.g. locations of

compose the objSet, a list of objects traveling in

S 1 , S 2 ) up to a maximum distance computed by

the same direction with similar velocities and in

the future time and the average maximum speed in

close-by locations (computed by a distance thresh-

the network and returns the traversed edges (e.g.

old and a velocity threshold). We then predict the

e0 1 , e0 2 , e0 3 , . . .). In this way, we can avoid the

future trajectories of the AU by simulation and

false misses during the query processing.

compute its trajectory bounds. Since the AU is a

4) The transformed query (S 1 , S 2 , T 1 , T 2 ) is

one-dimensional structure, the ANR-tree performs

executed in each of the AUs in the direct access ta-

update operations much more efficiently than two-

ble of the corresponding edge ei or adjacent edge

dimensional indexes.

e0 i . As illustrated by Figure 4(b), an AU is suitable

When updating an object in the ANR-tree, we

to the query only if the 2D window range inter-

first determine whether the object is leaving the

sects the area between the upper and lower trajec-

edge and entering another one. If it is moving to

tory bounds of the AU. Otherwise when the query

another edge, we delete it from the old AU (if it
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is the last object in the old AU, the AU is also

height, and S l,x , S l,y the average extents of node

dropped) and insert it into the nearest AU or cre-

rectangles at level l on X and Y coordinates.

ate a new AU in the edge it is entering. Otherwise,

Assume that each node is in one disk page, the

we do not update the AU that the object belongs to

average number of disk accesses for the spatial

unless its position exceeds the bounds of the AU.

search (X 1 , Y 1 , X 2 , Y 2 ) is given by [17]:

In that case, we execute the same updates as those
when it moves to another edge. Factually, we find,

X
l=1

from the experiment evaluation, that the chances
that objects move beyond the trajectory bounds of
its AU are very slim.

h−1

N r (S l,x + |X 2 − X 1 |)(S l,y + |Y 2 − Y 1 |)
fl
W2

Since each leaf node of the R-tree only contains
one edge, the average number of edges intersecting
the spatial query is given by:

5

Performance Analysis

In this section, we first analyze the I/O cost of the

(S 1 ,x + |X 2 − X 1 |)(S 1 ,y + |Y 2 − Y 1 |)
W2

query algorithms and then perform experimental

For each selected edge, we scan its direct access

M

table for the purpose of only accessing relevant

evaluation.

AUs. We compute the average number of AUs in5.1

Algorithms Analysis

tersecting the transformed query (S 1 , S 2 , T 1 , T 2 ).

We follow the main assumptions of [17] in our

In Figure 2(b), the two trajectory bounds of one

analysis, in particular we assume that rectangles,

AU divide the coordinate plane into three parts:

including the whole map, are square. Let M be the

upper area (above the upper bound), middle area

total number of edges of the GCA, W be the width

(between the upper and lower bounds) and lower

of the map, N be the total number of objects and

area (below the lower bound). We assume that the

n be the average number of objects in an AU. The

upper and lower areas represent respectively the

average number of AUs in an edge is N/M n. We

percentage of µu , µl of the total area of the plane.

assume that B is the maximum number of objects

The probability that the query intersects the AU is

in a disk page. The average number of AUs in a

(1−µu 2 −µl 2 ). It is not difficult to compute the av-

page is B/n.

erage probabilities µu , µl of the AUs on the edge

For

a

spatiotemporal

(X 1 , Y 1 , X 2 , Y 2 , T 1 , T 2 ),

window

using their bound functions and the length of the

a spatial search

edge. Now, we can get the average number of rel-

query

is first performed in the top level R-tree to locate

evant AUs as follows:

the edges that intersect the spatial window. Let

(1 − µu 2 − µl 2 )

N r be the number of data rectangles of the R-tree,
f be its average fanout, h = 1 + dlog f Nfr e its

.

N
Mn
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Finally, for each relevant AU, we need to find

velocity of every object is updated at each time-

the moving objects satisfying the predictive query

stamp. The Brinkhoff Network-based Generator

range. Since the AUs on the same edge are likely

is used as a popular benchmark in many related

clustered in the same disk page, the average I/O

work. The generator takes a map of a real road

cost of accessing relevant AUs and moving objects

network as input (our experiment is based on the

on each selected edge is given by:

map of Oldenburg including 7035 edges). The positions of the objects are given in two dimensional

(1 − µu 2 − µl 2 )

N
MB

Therefore, the total I/O cost for a spatiotemporal
window query in the ANR-tree is given by:

X-Y coordinates. We transform them to the form
of (edgeid, pos), where edgeid denotes the edge
identifier and pos denotes the object relative po-

sition on the edge. The generator places a given
1 X h−1 N r
( l=1
(S l,x +|X 2 −X 1 |)(S l,y +|Y 2 −Y 1 |)
number of objects at random positions on the road
W2
fl
network, and updates their locations at each timeN
2
2
+ (S 1 ,x +|X 2 −X 1 |)(S 1 ,y +|Y 2 −Y 1 |)(1−µu −µl stamp.
))
We implemented both the ANR-tree and
B
the TPR-tree in Java and carried out experiments
5.2 Experimental Evaluation
on a Pentium 4, 2.4 GHz PC with 512MB RAM
We evaluate the ANR-tree by comparing it with the
running Windows XP. To improve the performance
TPR-tree and the ANR-tree when the direct access
of the ANR-tree, we employed a LRU buffer of the
table is not used (denoted as “ANR-tree without
same size as the one used in the TPR-tree [14].
DT”). We measure their query performance with
different data set size, updates and query window
size and their update performance.
5.2.1

Datasets

5.2.2

Query Cost

Effect of Data Size We study the window range
query performance of the TPR-tree and the ANR-

We use two datasets for our experiments. The

tree while varying the number of moving objects

first is generated by the CA simulator, and the

from 10k to 100k. Figure 5 shows the average

second by the Brinkhoff Network-based Genera-

number of I/O per query. In each case, the query

tor [3]. We use the CA traffic simulator to generate

cost increases as the data size increases. However,

a given number of objects in a uniform network

the ANR-tree has much lower cost than the TPR-

of size 10000 × 10000 consisting of 500 edges.

tree. This is because the adaptive units in the ANR-

Each object has its route and is initially placed at

tree have much less overlaps than the MBRs in the

a random position on its route. The initial veloc-

TPR-tree, and the overlaps to a large extent de-

ities of the objects follow a uniform random dis-

termine the range query cost. The ANR-tree with

tribution in the range [0, 30]. The location and

the direct access table achieves better performance
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than the ANR-tree without it. This is because the

700

130
ANR-tree
ANR-tree without DT
TPR-tree

some unnecessary AUs during the search of AUs
that intersect the range query. However, for the

110

500
400
300
200

100
90
80
70
60
50

100

40

0

30
10

20

Brinkhoff dataset the benefit of the direct access

30

40 50 60 70
Query window size

80

90 100

10

(a) Brinkhoff

table is not obvious because the large number of
small edges in the network reduces chances of fil-

ANR-tree
ANR-tree without DT
TPR-tree

120
Range query I/Os

in-memory summary structure enables us to filter

Range query I/Os

600

20

30

40 50 60 70
Query window size

80

90 100

(b) CA

Figure 6: Effect of Query Window Size on Query

tering the AUs not included in the range query.
For each data size, the search costs of the two in-

Effect of Update We increase the number of up-

dices in the Brinkhoff dataset are both higher than

dates from 100K to 1M to examine how query per-

those in the CA dataset due to the higher complex-

formance is affected. We issued 200 range queries

ity of road network and skewed spatial distribution

for every 100K updates in a 1M dataset. Figure 7

of objects in the Brinkhoff dataset. This happens

shows that the cost of the TPR-tree increases much

in each experiment.

faster as the number of updates increases. The cost
of the ANR-tree is considerably lower and is less

450

100
ANR-tree
ANR-tree without DT
TPR-tree

350

80
Range query I/Os

Range query I/Os

400

300
250
200
150
100

ANR-tree
ANR-tree without DT
TPR-tree

sensitive to the number of updates. This is because

60

as objects move apart, the amount of dead space

40

in the TPR-tree increases, which makes false hits

20

50
0
10K

30K
50K
70K
Number of moving objects

(a) Brinkhoff

90K

0
10K

30K
50K
70K
Number of moving objects

90K

(b) CA

Figure 5: Effect of Data Size on Query

more likely. Also, updates lead to the expanding
and overlaps of MBRs, which further deteriorate
the performance of the TPR-tree. For the ANRtree, the increase of the updates hardly affect the

Effect of Query Window Size To study the ef-

total number of AUs, and the chances of overlaps

fect of query window size on performance, we in-

of different AUs are very slim.
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Figure 6 shows the query cost as a function of the
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dow size. This is so because larger windows contain more objects and therefore lead to more node
accesses. However, this effect is more obvious on
the TPR-tree.
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Figure 7: Effect of Updates on Query
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Figure 8: Update Cost with Datasize
5.2.3

Update Cost

We study the update performance of the index with
data size. The update costs depend on the update
frequency and the average individual update cost.
From Figure 8, we can see that although the ANRtree has to deal with the creation and dropping
of AUs, the TPR-tree incurs much higher update
costs than the ANR-tree and its performance deteriorates dramatically as data size increases. This is
mainly due to the inaccuracy of the linear prediction model and the complex reconstruction of the
TPR-tree (e.g. splitting and merging).
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Conclusion

Querying future trajectories of objects moving in
a constrained network is a topic of great practical
importance. Our contribution is twofold. First we
propose a prediction model, based on simulation,
which predicts with a great accuracy the future trajectories of moving objects. The accuracy results
from the fact that the model exploits the constraints
of the network and models the stochastic aspect
of urban traffic. Then, we propose a new access
structure, which extends the R-tree with adaptive
units that exploit as much as possible the move-

that the efficiency of our algorithm is one order of
magnitude higher than the TPR-tree.
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